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ROTC holds memorial
JMU Army ROTC holds a ceremony Sunday in memory of Vincent Pedulla,
a cadet who passed away last summer while training in Georgia
BY KATIE O'DOWD
SENIOR WHITER

The JMU Army ROTC held
a nirtiiori.il ceremony yesterday
afternoon for Vincent "Vinny"
Pedulla, a student who passed
away last summer.
Pedulla died on June 16, 2005,
after suffering heat stroke while
tnining at the United Sjates Army
Airborne School at Fort Benning,
Ca. Pedulla was one of the 12
cadets from JMU who attended
the Airborne School last summer.
Pedulla,
who
had
just
completed his freshman year, was
.in .Ktive cadet in JMU's Army
ROTC, participating in the cannon
team and color guard.
Affectionately called Vinny by his
friends and family, he us described by
former roommate sophomore Setn
Powers as "a kid who always had a
smile on his face."
"Of all the freshman I met last

year [in ROTC], he was one I liked
a lot," said senior John O'Connell,
the cadet adjutant for the ROTC
who helped organize the memonal
service for Pedulla. "He was real
Csitivr — always smiling and
ving a good time."

He was the kind of guy
that I knew I could
always turn to; he always
had a way of making me
laugh and smile.
- Laura Comeau
sophomore
Friends and family attended
the memorial service Sunday to
remember Pedulla — a devoted
Red Sox fan and Mario Kart
enthusiast.

His parents were overwhelmed
by the support the JMU community
snowed for their son.
"I can't believe what all these
kids did," said his mother, Susan
Pedulla
Sophomore Laura Comeau,
who was involved in the ROTC
with Pedulla, spoke at the service
about her dose friend.
Both lived in Hillside Hall
where Pedulla was nicknamed "the
dorm movie guy," Comeau said.
"He had hundreds of movirs
that he would loan out to people,"
she added. "I always think of him
when I watch a movie."
Comeau and Pedulla visited
each other's rooms often.
"Then? was no such thing as a
short conversation between us," she
said. "I'm sure I was late for many a
class due to talking to him."
Comeau said Pedulla could
always tell if she was having a bad
day and would always try to cheer

her up.
"He was the kind of guy that
I knew 1 could always turn to,"
Comeau said. "He always had
a way of making me laugh and
smile — I couldn't walk away
from a conversation with him
without being happy."
Cadet Emily Baldo read a
poem for the Pedulla family and
presented them with a photo
album from Pedulla's freshman
year. The service concluded with
a slideshow displaying pictures of
Pedulla and his friends.
Powers also dedicated a tree
to Pedulla in the arboretum His
goal was to raise $1,500 to buy the
tree, but he raised approximately
$3,500 through the outpounng of
support from Pedulla's fnends.
"The tree represents | Pedulla's)
spirit that will live on at JMU,"
Powers said. "If you want to see
[Pedullat you can come down here
and talk to him."
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oil crisis
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The potential peak oil crisis, its
economic ramifications and depletion of the world's oil supply were
the main topics discussed at "Got
(lei' .i forum held Thursday night
confronting these issues and how
thev mav affect the Amencan way
ot life
The forum was sponsored by
geography professor Jack Gentile's
natural resource conservation
class along with the Geography
c hid Cue*) speakers at the forum
included Michael Town, director
of the Sierra Club of Virginia; Rob
Content, a political activist on energy ItSUeS; and Barkley Rosser, JMU
professor of economics.
Content expressed the main
concern is whether energy prices
will go up and stay up. Currently,
half of the world's supplies of
petroleum and natural gas have
been depleted. "There's a finite
amount of fossil fuel resources in
the world," Content said. "It's a
big, scan storv."
However, Town said the end
of oil consumption does not have
to come if other measures are executed, such as designing cars that
recci \ r better gas mileage. This way
the country will not have to give up
its consumption of oil completely,
but it will still force Americans to
slightly alter their way of living.
"We're all going to give up something,' Town said.
Environmentalists in the Sierra
Club also want to give the public
more opportunities to get involved
in treating energy policies. Town
said, and currently environmentalists are finding a common ground
■«(■ OIL, page 4
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Sophomore Seth Powers dedicatee a tree In the Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum for Vincent Pedulla.

Dukes snag victory in the last
moments of their game against
the William & Mary Tribe. See
page 8 for the complete game
story and highlights.
Senior kicker Paul Wantuck hit a 44-yard (laid goal with
three second! left to lift the Dukes to a 30-29 win over
William & Mary Saturday night at Zable Stadium.
('AKOI.YNWAI.M-.KII
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Tour helps promote alcohol awareness
«Y JACKIE WALSH
CONTRIBUTING WRITTR

With the help of $500 from
the
Harrisonburg/
Rockingham
Community Coalition on Alcohol,
JMU's Office of Health Promotion and
University Program Board is bringing
the Save-A-Life Tour to campus.
The tour is part of the alcohol
awareness events that have been
happening on campus throughout
the semester, beginning with Alcohol
Awareness Week in October.
JMU's Save-A-Life Tour will be
held in the Festival Conference and
Student Center Nov. 10 from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

In the US. alone, there
are approximately
40,000 deaths caused by
automobile accidents,
over 17,000 of which are
alcohol-related.
"We're working in conjunction
with the Office of Health Promotion
to help promote Alcohol Awareness
Week,"said sophomore UPB member

Jesse Wright. "It's a drunk-driving
simulation program to help students
learn the consequences of drinking
and driving."
This drunk-driving simulator won't
be hard to miss, arnving in a 36-foot
trailer with a side the size of a billboard
and flashing yellow lights. The simulator
is an arcade-style seat with multiple
screens that simulates driving under the
influence of alcohol.
The tour is designed to give students a first-hand experience of how
alcohol impairs driving. At the end
of the tour, participating students
will receives "ticket" that shows the
amount of violations they encountered during the simulation.

"One of the things we hope to accomplish is to show students through an
individual expenence how quickly reflexes can become impaired and how your
response time can become diminished;
essentially, we want to increase awareness." said Ann Simmons, coordinator of
Health Kducation and Wellness Programs
for the Office of Health Promotion.
In addition to the simulator, there
w-ill be information tables set up with
pamphlets and information about
drunk driving, helping friends with
alcohol poisoning and other alcoholrelated issues. SafeRides and RI Ac II
peer educators will help in conjunction
with the Office Ol Health Promotion
and UPB.

Educators discuss school violence
■Y DREW LEPK
NEWS EDfTVR

ASDRhV, BORCiQV\SlomiributinK ptuHographrr

Educators from throughout Virginia gathered to discuss the ramifications of
school violence, as well as myths surrounding the topic.

A conference held Saturday drew educators from acmss
the state to discuss the issue of violence in schools and how
SO keep elementary, middle and high schools safe.
The day-long event "School Violence: A Safe Schools
Initiative Conference," was funded by the College of Education
in an effort to help make schools safer on all levels.
At the conference, Dewey C. Cornell, professor of education at U.Va., delivered the keynote address. Cornell has
helped write more than 90 articles on youth violence. In
his recent article, "Myths about youth violence and school
safety" he writes to keep schools safe, "it is important to recognize what kinds of enmes are likely or unlikely to occur,
and to base decisions on facts rather than fears."
According to his article, the arrest rate of mvemles of
violent crimes in 2002 was significantly lower than it was In
1993. But the media attention school shootings received in the
1990s made major incidences of school violence appear like
much more frequent events.
Events such as the high-profile Columbine High School
shooting are actually quite rare. There are more than 53

million students attending 119,000 schools in the United
State*, md from the 1992-'93 to 2001- '02 school years, there
were 9.1 incidences ol a student committing murder al school.
I His puts the probability of a school experiencing a homicide
at about 1 in 12,804. "In other words, an educator can expect
a student to commit a murder at his or her school once very
12,804 years," the article stated.
One type of school violence that often is overlooked
is bullying. Bullying is one form of school violence that
has actually increased in recent vears, ai cording to U.S.
Department of Justice statistics.
Violet Allain, associate dean of general education and
chair of the conference planning committee, said when it
comes to violence in schools, it is everyday bullving that
deserves the most attention. Bullying is more prevalent in
schools, which is contrary to high-profile OHM such as the
Columbine incident
Bullying is a difficult problem to deal with because the
problem is under-reported, and when it is reported, sometimes
teachers do nol know what to do about it
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Climbing the Quad

JMU Amnesty International and Progress Clubs
A benefit concert will be held Thursday, Nov. 10 from 8 p.m.
to midnight at Cups To Go. The acts include Intense City,
Maple Union, Dirty and the Mudflaps, DJ Reapa (Dr. Imani)
and Shady Potato. Tickets are $5 at the door. For more information, contact Jamie Giardina at giardijj.
Center for Multicultural Student Services
Tatanka Means, who played Crazy Horse in the critically-acclaimed mini-series "Into the West." will speak about growing
up as a Native American Nov. 8 at 7 p.m in the Festival Center Grand Ballroom Admission is free. For more information,
contact the Center for Multicultural Student Services at jmu.
edu/multicultural or call x86636.
Muslim Student Association
Zakaria Fellah, an expert in Islamic terrorism and former senior official with the United Nations, will speak on the ideologies that drive terrorism Nov. 8 at 5 p.m in Health and Human
Services, room 1302. This event is sponsored by the Muslim
Student Association with support from the Foundation for the
Defense of Democracies

Mailing address:

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionQhotmall.com
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POLICE LOG

BY KELLY

FuinsJsenior writer

Larceny
A JMU student reported the theft of a wallet containing money, credit
cards, JAC Card and ID cards from an unsecured area in UREC Oct.
31 at 7:30 p.m.

Property damage
A JMU employee reported that power cords to four vending machines in Wilson
Hall had been cut between Nov. 2 at 12 p.m and Nov. 3 at 5 p.m.
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 29: 40

jewelry
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fB How to place a classified: Go to www.thebreeze.
org and click on the classified link or come into the
office weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m.
fB Cost: $5.00 lor the lirst 10 words, $3 lor each
additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10 per
column inch.
IB Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday lor Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze otlice.
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LAUREN PACKJxm* ptouttraptrt
A squirrel frolicks Sunday afternoon and climbs up a tree on the Quad, one
of many squirrels that live and run around on campus.
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Delta Chi 5k Run/Walk
The JMU chapter of the Delta Chi fraternity will hold the second
annual 5k Run/Walk for the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation Sunday. Nov. 13 at 10 a.m. Registration packets will be
available on the commons until Nov. 11 Registration fees are
$10 before the race and $15 on race day.

Sports Desk:

(540) 568-6709

MONDAY. NOV.

Academic Advising and Career Development
Are you a science, math, health or tech major looking tor job
search and graduate school advice? Then come to "What's
Next: Preparing for the Real World in Science, Health and
Technical Career Fields" on Nov. 7. It is a day ol workshops
Irom I to 7 p.m in the Festival Center Ballroom. For more
information, go to jmu.edu/aacd/next.

Organ Donation Awareness
Hillel and Students for Organ and Tissue Donation (S.O.T.D.) will
be holding an organ donation awareness event called the National Donor Sabbath on Nov. 10 from 7 to 8:15 p.m. in Transitions in
Warren Hall Speakers will talk about the organ and tissue donation process and share their personal experiences on the topic
For more information, contact Evin Shoap at shoapei

Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127

I wwwjhebnettjon I

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of
James Madison University, serves student
and faculty readership by reporting news
involving the campus and local community.
The Breeze strives to be impartial and lair
in its reporting and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights.
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Pet clinic provides animal welfare
■Y AMANDA WILSON
CONTRiaUTJNG WRITER

1-AfRA HVCHES'omlnbutint ph>i<>tirapher

Veterinarian Kristle Rutsel holds a kitten which has Just gone through
rts operation. Cats spayed and neutered Nov. 1 were from Cats Cradle.

House
passes bill
on new
math for
college
loans

JMU students and members of the
Harhsonburg community are supporting the well-being of local animals by
volunteering at the Shenandoah Valley
Spay /Neuter Clinic.
The clinic, which opened at the end
of January 2005, offers numerous services for the health of local dogs and cats.
Low-cost spay and neuter treatments as
well as routine vaccinations are available, making the clinic affordable for
low-income members of the community.
The clinic is concerned with the number of unwanted pets in shelters. Corene
Knicely, a veterinary technician at the
Shenandoah Valley Spay/Neuter Clinic,
said, "We're offering a service to the
community to try to reduce the number
of dogs and cats in shelters."
Cats Cradle, an organization made
up of volunteers with a passion for cats,
assists the community by taking feral
cats to the Spay/Neuter clinic to have
them spayed or neutered.
Feral cats, which are cats that have
never lived in a home, tend to live
around farms and restaurants, and
continue breeding although they are
uncared for.
Gail Kiracofe of Cats Cradle explained
some local people are more than willing
to devote time to caring for feral cats
in their area. "It's absolutely amazing
that people are willing to do that. If
it's around a farm, a farmer's wife or
someone who lives in the area will
help out."
Some volunteers of Cats Cradle participate in a program called Trap, Neuter

sa LOAN, page 4

and Release. These volunteers locate
feral cats and trap them in humane
traps in order to bring them to the
clinic to be checked out and spayed
or neutered.
After their time in the clinic, the
volunteers take them back to the
area where they were discovered
and find someone to give them food,
water and shelter.
Cats Cradle isn't the only way
members of the community are getting involved with the clinic. Some
students involved in the pre-vet
club are dedicating time to volunteering at the clinic. Though they

can't do anything hands-on involving the animals because of liability, their help is greatly appreciated
by the clinic. Duties at the clinic
have included answering the phone,
making appointments, cleaning surgical packs, drawing up vaccines
and syringes and performing other
clerical duties.
funior Karina Tam, a student
volunteer, values her experiences at
the clinic. "They indeed need help
from volunteers and it's nice hanging out with the staff because they
are so nice. It is also a good experience for me."
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The House Committee on Education
and the Workforce, working to meet deficit-reduction goals set by the Republican
leadership, has approved a bill that could
take a significant bite out of governmentsubsidized student loans.
There is no way of knowing at this
point how much, if any, of the bill will
actually become law, but its progress is
something that families expecting to depend on student loans for much ol their
college expenses — and that's |ust about
everyone — should be watching.
The measure comes as other federal
education-assistance programs such as
the Pell Grant program for low-income
students, are being held flat in nominal
terms, and therefore are shnnking after
inflation is figured in.
"It is our sense that the federal StUdent-aid programs arc careening toward
some sort of calamity here," David L.
Warren, president of the National Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities, an organization of private
colleges, said last week.
Trie education panel's bill would
produce savings for the government of
about $15 billion from the student-loan
program over five years, leaving landau
to grumble that, overall, student loans
account for less than half of 1 percent of
all entitlement spending but 30 percent
of all the spending cuts being proposed
by the House.
Total federal financial assistance for
"post-secondary" students is more than
$67 billion this year, according to the Kducation Department.
The bill would raise revenue largely
in the form of additional fees on land
ers. So in most cases, the impact on students would be indirect, depending on
the extent to which either the fit's can be
passed on or lenders leave the market «»r
find other wavs to squeeze boflOWta
And for those entering college in the
next few years, there is a benefit o! sorts
The bill would increase the maximum
that freshmen and sophomores would be
allowed to borrow under the federal proSam, to $3,500 (from $2,625) and $4,500
om $3,500), respectively.
However, the limit of $5,500 for
third and later years would remain the
same, as would the overall loan limit ol
$23,000, meaning that students who find
they need a fifth vr.ir to finish, and many
do, could see their borrowing ability limited in their final year.
Other provisions in the bill would
give borrowers a choice between a vanable or fixed Interest rate » hen lliev OOflsolidate student loans Rat«'s on consolidated loans uc axed under current law,
under a formula that created very low
ratsa last summer, tnggenng a rush to
consolidate.

LAl'RA Hl'GHfcS-* onmbuiing phoaifaphtr
Kfttens that have Just been spayed or neutered need adequate rest afterwards.
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EVAN DYSON, junior phouigrofttr
The Women'* Resource Center held the Silent Witness National Initiative on the commons last week, dedicating a visual memorial to domestic violence victims. Nationwide, approximately 1.650 men and women were victims of domestic violence In 2001.

Silent witness initiative commemorates
'Silhouettes' represent Va. victims of domestic violence
■Y CARRIE MUHLEMAN
CONTKmniNG WHITE*

Red silhouettes representing the men, women
and children who have been murdered due to
domestic violence in Virginia stood' in the commons from Nov. 1 to 4 as part of the Silent
Witness National Initiative.
The Silent Witness National Initiative started
in 1990 by a group of eight women from the
Minneapolis area. Its purpose was to address the
deaths by domestic violence in their community
and has since spread throughout the country.
By 1997, all 50 states possessed Silent Witness
protects of their own, according to the Office of
Sexual Assault Prevention.
Maribel Gadams, assistant director of the
Women's Resource Center, said, "The Silent
Witness National Initiative's message is one of
hope, help and healing for the victims and perpe-

trators of domestic violence.'
The Silent Witness project aims to reduce
and eventually eliminate domestic violence. Its
national Web site says it targets specific areas
in order to show proof of behavioral and legal
changes as well as reduced murder and violence
rates. By the year 2010, the goal is to not have any
dorrtestic violence homicides across the nation.
Locally, the Silent Witness National
Initiative served the JMU community as a final
touch to October's month-long events related
to domestic violence.
This is the first time that the program has
been to JMU," Gadams said. "Our hope is to have
the Silent Witness Virginia back each year during
October Domestic Violence Awareness month."
The Silent Witness Web site lists five phases
by which domestic violence murders are to be
eliminated, starting with awareness, involvement,
commitment, violence reduction and results. The

silhouettes representing the domestic violencerelated murders are a part of phase one.
"Each silhouette has a breast shield with their
information, including their name and date of
death," Gadams said. 'They also contain information about how they were murdered."
While domestic violence comes in several
forms, including physical, sexual and emotional
types, the signs are often hard to see.
"It is difficult to identify someone who
is in an abusive relationship," Gadams Mid
"Sexual and emotional abuse are especially
hard to identify."
The Office of Sexual Assault and Prevention
suggests strongly that those being abused step up
and that uSose aware of abuse around them offer
helping hands.
"We want to bring awareness to our students
that domestic violence is real and that it affects
everyone, " Gadams said.

Mile High City lights a fire in marijuana possession vote
■ • Si mi AMI

SIMON
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Bring on the [okes about the Mile High City.
Denver on Tuesday became the first city in
the United States to wipe out all criminal and
civil penalties lor adults caught possessing a
small amount of marijuana.
About M parctnt of voters supported a ballot measure legalizing possession of less than an
ounoi »»f pot by individuals 21 and over.
The ordinance is more radical than pro-pot
measures approved over the years in San Francisco, Berkeley. Calif., Oakland, Calif., and half
a do/en college towns around the country. Most
of those initiatives decriminalized marijuana for
medical use, or replaced criminal penalties with

small tines or directed police to make enforcement of marijuana laws a low priority.
Denver, by contrast, erased adult possession
as an offense entirely.
State laws banning pot, however, still apply in
Denver. Polite tor years have cited most offenders
under state law rather than city ordinance, as a matter of convenience.
I hi state law is pre-pnnted on the front of tickets, so |ust by checking a box, M\ officer tan issue a
fine for as much as $2(*0. To use the city ordinance
— which carries the threat of as long as a year in jail
if convicted — an officer would have to wnte out the
relevant code by hand.
"Citing under state law has been a tradition here
for years ... We intend to keep doing what we've
been doing," said David Broad well, an assistant

city attorney.
Although the Denver vote might have 110
practical effect, advocates of relaxed drug lawi
said it was symbolic.
In large part, that's because of the tactici K
ttvittl Uftd to promote the measure. I he potlibtraliiation group SAFER ran a provocative
— critics said deceitful — campaign to cast the
measure as vital for public safety.
On yard signs and billboards, online and in
voter forums, campaign director Mason Tvert,
23, tried to convince voters that marijuana is a
safer alternative to alcohol. He argued that street
crime and domestic violence would drop if residents legallv were allowed to smoke pot rather
f. YOU pa&4
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OIL: Depletion of supply
Pirates attack
luxury ship off may come in near future
African coast
OIL, from page 1
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Pirates attacked a Iiuurv
cruise ship off the Horn o(
Afnca early Saturday, waking passengers with a daring
sunnse fusillade of grenades
and gunshots before the ship's
crew outran the two boats earning the assailants, the Miaminuse line reported.
hlOM of the 151 passenj'.i-rs aboard the Seabourn
Spirit were intured in the 5:30
a.m. assault, although one
crewman was hit by shrapnel
and the ship sustained minor
damage, Seabourn Cruise Unt
spokesman Bruce Good said
In Miami.
Charles Supple, a retired
Palm Springs, Calif., phvsician
on board, gave a dramatic account of the showdown in an email to his son in Sacramento,
Calif., shortly after the vessel
reached safer waters. The ship
was en route from Egypt to Kenya and was sailing idyllically
off the coast of Somalia when
"all hell broke loose," he said.
The north coast of Somalia
has been plagued for years by
pi rail- attacks on cargo ships,
including several recent r.mK
on vessels carrying humanitarian aid to the strife-torn region.
But Saturday's attack was a
rare assault on a leisure vessel.
"The captain came on the
loudspeaker, telling everyone
that there were 'unfriendly' vessels on the starboard side and to
stay in our rooms. The plink of
Inillets on the side was very noturahle." Supple, 78, said.
Supple said he had grabbed
his camera and was peering
out his stateroom window
when he saw a pirate with a
rocket launcher "aim seemingly at me and fire. What a flash!
I dove to the other side and the
rocket hit two decks up and
two staterooms forward."

for energy pohcy so gas and oil
companies will not prevail as thev
are now, "When tney [environmentalists! don'* come together
the other side' wins," Town said.
As Rosser spoke, he conveyed worry about fossil fuel
pollution and paying higher
prices for energy, which may
decrease nation - wide consumption. 'They're [Americans] only
going to do something when
they face higher prices," Rosser
said. However, from a political

The pirates, about four
or five in each of two 25-foot
boats, continued firing and
trying to board the ship. The
captain ordered all passengers to assemble in an interior lounge for safety, and the
ship accelerated toward the
portside. Supple recounted,
in what appeared to be an attempt to ram the assailants.
The ship then took off at full
speed, he said.
"After 10 minutes or so,
though it seemed like hours,
we managed to pull away, as
I think they were running out
of gas to make it back to the
shore," Supple said of the gunmen. "We suffered many broken windows, and the rocket I
saw stuck in the side, leaving a
big black area from the explosion, but no major damage."
Cruise industry officials
praised the swift response of
the 161-member crew and its
Norwegian captain, Sven-Erik
Pedersen. But they added that
a thorough review and discussion about future operations in
that m of the Indian Ocean
will be undertaken.
"This reaffirms some of
the precautions we've taken
in the past as relates to staying away from certain areas,"
said Michael Crye, president
of the Internationa! Council of
Cruise Lines. "But the fact that
gunfire and pirates got close
enough to even peripherally
infure people, that's a lot closer than we'd like them."
Crye noted the attack took
place 70 miles off the Somali
coast, a distance usually considered safe from the bands of
thieves who infest the area.
Just two days earlier, the
World Food Program had
warned that piracy around Somalia was cutting off the flow
of aid to the region because
ship owners were demanding
armed escorts.
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than most Amencans believe I
think the most important thing
for all of us is to be visionaries,"
Town said, referring to MW
energy policies and how ¥ft
consume these finite resources.
It is also essential. Content
said, to educate people about
the current oil and gas situation and what must be done
so the supply does not end too
quickly, such as using alternative energy soimvs
"You are at the beginning of
something tonight but I don't
think it's the end," Content said.

BULLY:
Speakers give
suggestions
BULLY, from page 1
Successful efforts that deal
with bullying are often not noticed as much as the failures, like
school shootings are noticed.
'The successes schools have are
invisible, the high-profile failures get attention," Allain said.
During
the
conference,
speakers gave attendees suggestions to better deal with bullying on all levels and to keep the
classroom climate safe.
The conference also featured
speakers on gang activity and
violence in schools, the legal response to school safety concerns,

LAUREN PACK/art director

BuWyln* It on* form of vtotonco that has Increased In recent
year*. Expects are unsure tt the reason for thte to an Increase
In the number of Incidents or an Increase In the reporting of
Incidents.
and diversity's role in school
violence. People in attendance
included teachers, professors,
police officers and lawyers.

The conference was free
for all tht>se who attended and
was funded by the school of
education.

VOTE: More voting to be done
VOTE, from page 3
than down a six-pack of beer.
College campuses, too, would
be safer, he said, if joints replaced kegs at parties.
City officials reacted angrily to such tactics, warning
that pot is a "gateway" to more
dangerous drugs.
A more traditional campaign

*^si&

in Telluride, Colo., failed as
voters rejected an effort to
make pot the town's lowest
law enforcement priority.
Activists expect Tvert's
approach to be taken up
around the countrv — particularly in Nevada, where
pro-pot forces are preparing a
statewide initiative to tax and
regulate marijuana much like
beer or cigarettes.
Another issue on Tuesday's ballot also had national
significance: The statewide
vote to suspend the Taxpayer's Bill of Rights, which was

considered the strictest cap
on government spending in
the country.
Voters agreed 52 percent to
48 percent to lift the cap and
to relinquish their claim to an
estimated $3.7 billion in tax
refunds. The vote frees Colorado to spend millions more
on higher education, health
care and transportation.
But it infuriates fiscal
conservatives who are pushing spending caps similar to
Colorado's in several states,
including California, Nevada
and Arizona.

LOAN, from page 3
But it also imposes a variety of
fees on lenders in the guaranteed
student loan program. Lenders
sa\ that marketplace competition
makes it likely that they will
end up paying most of these,
but they also contend that such
an outcome, which would
reduce profit margins, would
drive many lenders out of the
business.
Educators are complaining
that these cutbacks, along with
limitations already in place, are
making it tougher and tougher
for both students and colleges
Students and their families have
to dig deeper and borrow more,
while colleges try to fill the void
left by federal cutbacks with their
own money, a move that creates
budget pressures of its own.
I hi Senate Budget Committee last week beefed up some federal grants, especially for math,
•dtnoi and language students
deemed important for national
sevuntv. But that isn't likely to
make a large difference, assuming
— and there's no certainty of this
— that it survives to enactment.
As it is, many schools are
giving an edge in admissions to
students who can pay full tuition. Combined with increasingly popular "merit-based" aid
for top applicants and the marshaling of resources to make sure
some of the poorest, "full-need"
students can enroll, these institutions are seeing subtle changes in
their student bodies. Academically marginal applicants who need
aid are increasingly replaced by
academically marginal applicants
who GUI pay
Of course, families and some
ei | »IH musts i ncreasingly wonder why college needs to be so
expensive, and perhaps in some
theoretical sense, it doesn't.
But in practice, two key attractions colleges use to compete
tor students are prestige and falilitiev Prestige typically means
faculty members who do more
research and publish more. But
giving professors more time for
research means they teach less,
and the schcxtl thus needs more of
them. And few schools feel they
can do without shiny new dorms,
labs, gyms and dining halls.

PvayinG!
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Gel Rich Or
Dit Tryin'
Soundtrack

•^Adventure Rim Series Presents—
V
Touching the void
Date: Wednesday Nov. 9
Time: 9fl0-11:00pm
Register at Urec by Nov. 81

Intramural Fall Bouklerlng Jam
Date: Nov. 10

^^•tTeW.

Register by Nov. 9
7:00-10:00pm
No experience necessary!
Lar

perspective, Rosser continued,
the government is not willing to
enforce high gas prices.
Cheap oil and gas may be
appealing in the short-term, but
eventually supplies will deplete
to the point wnere oil will not
be available from them. "Even
if we don't have a peak in oil,
the cheap oil producers are disappearing," Rosser said.
Overall, the three speakers
agreed that something must be
done about depleting oil and
gas supplies, because change
is going to be needed sooner

LOAN:
College aid
to change

^^PV^MBBSI
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CANYouMov»7l
Date: Nov. 9
Registration will remain open
Until class Is fulll
Time: 5KX)pm-6:30pm
Bring a Can to Urec in exchange for
A fun-filled pop-star theme
Group Fitness dassl

ni
ALSO.OJflL- cV"di Lauper. Patti Smith, Kenny Chesney, Beastie Boys. Bill Hicks.
Talib Kwell, T. Rax reissues, plus new DVDs from Kcane. Lenny Kravitz, B|ork.
Alice Cooper, Live 8 and moral

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
434-9999
IrM-MLMMIIIIlin
Mlmer

What A Record
Store Should Be!

Mia naau ■ caaateTTumuL WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
iaai

Pamper your pets at
Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
43 3-VETS

498 University Blvd. Across from COSTCO

THE BREEZE

Have you gotten
your Flu Shot?

CROSSWORD
1

2

3

1 I■

4

12

5

19

[ EmergTCare
24

25

26

35

36

Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am- 1pm

37

39
42

10

43

11

29

30

47

48

"

17

■■ u
23

28

33

38

41
44

45

46

1

49

50

I
1

52

N.Y. STvLe

ACROSS
I Contrabassoon
cousin
5 Potential syrup
8 Requests
12 What beachgoers "catch"

Free Haircut

With Color or Highlight

13 Way back when

14 Old portico
15 Actor Baldwin
16 Loss of a stripe,
maybe
18 Iguana, e.g.
20 "Mission:
Impossible"
name
21 Juror,
theoretically

Spa Treatments
Massage
Nails
ials

Hair Services

54
57
DOWN
1 I*.\iini format
2 "- Ha'i"
3 Court officer's call
4 Houdini's specialty
5 Turned blue1'
6 Time of your life
7 "- and Circunw.iiue
8 Late-summer flowers
9 Heel type
10 Former surgeon
general
11 Without
17 Discoverer's cry
19 Bring up
22 Clad like a jurist
24 Conk out
25 Zsa Zsa's sis
26 Monsieurs' mates
27 Cud chewer

41 Prank
42 Played slowly
(mus.)
45 Interstellar cloud
49 Madness
51 Raised
52 State for sure
53 Charged bit
54 "Zounds!"
55 Rolling stone's
lack
56 Snip
57 Ohio nine

23 Raw rock

24
28
31
^2
34
35

Conduct
Halt
"-been robbed!"
Pictorial poser
Pirouette pivot
Right on the
map?
37 Wicker-cased
bottle
39 Chips accessory

Relaxation Awaits You!
Mon, Wed, Fri 10 am-6 pm
Sat 10 am-2 pm
Food Lion Shopping Center
Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va
(540) 574-0808

MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
FREE pool &
Karaoke
Football Specials
Dance Party
THURSDAY:
Early Bird Karaoke
40C Wings
$80 GIVEAWAY
during Dance Party

SATURDAY:
SUNDAY NIGHT:
Live Music
FREE pool &
40C Wings
Football Specials
Coming Soon:
Wed. 11/9-Mozely Rose
Fri. 11/11 - Lloyd Dobler Effect & Razor Kings
Wed. 11/16 - Cross Canadian Ragweed
Fri. 11/18 - Sun Dried Opposum
Fri. 12/9 - New Riders of the Purple Sage

51

56

K

Day Spa and Salon

WEDNESDAY:
Two Bands
for Cheap
FRIDAY:
Live Music
40C Wings

1

■32

31

Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996

1

10

9

'

20

¥

21

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

'

H

18

No Appointment
Necessary

6

,3

r

755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's
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44 har-related
46 Incite

47 Graphite
48 Puts in the mix
50 Debtor's letters

29 La-la lead-in
30 Corral
33 Faction

For today's
answers
chock out
WWW. the

brseze org

36 Princeton's team
38 Small-scale
wholesaler
40 Brooch
42 Leading man'.'
43 "Whip It" group

Safe, convenient
lab tests.
If you n*wl lab wirk ilim* bin ilim't havt" « dmim m
Hi. MM, I )IM I Atxmm iMlng niny Iv lb* anawer
DAI malm hi»h >|imlliy. lnl< tentni*available dirwtly
hi ytiu. without« awtnr'a onice

What tests can you request?
The list includes.
Pregnancy test
Complete blood count (CBQ
to screen for anemia,

I'.n tm-iii I.ii 1.1.1. Mi iii|uirv\l in rtiU .iniv iinil mult*
■trv will iiimily Hi yt>u II ynu have queatttmi about
yinir rvault*, plem* iimiasta dmhir

infection or blood diseases
Basic metabolic panel to check
overall health status

I Ins I Aiu«. ftwttng in available lit Ulr liilliiwliin
IIH>iliini., mi .i|>.«unlmwil in IWrvaMtyi

Cholesterol
Glucose
TSH for monitoring thyroid

RMH OutpaHenl Center

1

100 F«»l tintiv Ntfwt, llarriminhurn

function
And more!

RMH Center for Corporate Health
4<t» Untvenuty Houlevnn), lUmnonburii

&RMH
Rockingham Memorial Hospital

for mort Information about OAT,
contact RMH HMltbSourct at
4M4SM or 100-411-4110.

RMHOnline.com
RMH: We're here for you.

dothepub.com

DAT is <i health tool; it h mil intended to
replace an ongoing relationship with a physician.

Quiznos Sub
"IV1IVIM...TOASTY!"

FLEX and all major
credit cards accepted!

You could be

II

lull year closet to .i Doctor

Ol PIlNMC.ll lll,l.l|H ,I,.<H\ lllllll ><HI llllllk

With Wukncr University's ihreo-plut-three
pli_v.iL.il therapy program, you can Heri
doctoral siiuly while finishing: your
bachcltii's decree
For more information, call 610-499-4272.
Mention (his ud and yam

37 Burgess Rd.
near the Harrisonburg
Crossing Shopping Center
(540)432-1302

Free Small Soda
with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.

application lee will be waived

Reach higher. Go farther. Choose Widenar.

\$ Widcner University
INSTITUTE FOB r>HVSIC»LIHtR«PV EDUCATION

One University Place. Cheater. PA 19013
1-atS-WIDF-NER ■ www wid.n.t •du/lptl

OPINION

Molly I ink-. Editor
breezeopinion® Hotmail x"om
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Race a question
of reasonableness

On Tuesday — every vote counts

EDITORIAL

■Y PATRICK CAMAHAN
STAFF WNTIK

The Virginia governor's race has been heating up consistently
and will come to a climactic finish tomorrow night. Polls have
Democrat Tim Kaine favored by barely 1 percentage point. Needless to say. the results should be very close. Yet to many Virginians, this campaign has seemed more like a mudstinging battle of
low-blows than a debate of policies.
Republican candidate |erry Kilgore has yet to my knowledge
aired a single posibve campaign ad. Instead, he chose to attack
Kaine on the same old conservative issues. To sum up his campaign in a few short sentences would require the same sort of
Republican rhetoric that drastically overstates a position and unfairly portrays the other candidate in an unforgiving light a style
many would compare to the 2004 presidential election. It would
go something like this, 'Tim Kaine wants to take your guns away,
but I don't. Tim Kaine is a money-hungry Democrat who wants
to raise taxes, but I don't. Tim Kaine has no religious respect for
the unborn and will continue to allow abortion, but I won't Tim
Kaine feels sorry for ruthless death row inmates and will let them
live, but I will enforce the death penalty."
Not once has Kilgore given his own onginal opinion on how
to keep the state running smoothly. He has relied solely on negating Kaine's stances on moral issues that are important to his
political base. Any discussion of ma|or statewide issues is quickly
sidestepped by Kilgore and his campaign team. Kilgore's knowledge of economic issues is quite frightening. His answer to all
of the state's funding shortfalls or budgetary discrepancies is to
allow a referendum in which the voters make the decision on tax
increases. How irresponsible is that? A leader is elected to do his
job with decisive strength and vigor. Why would we elect someone to the office of governor if they are merely going to default to
the people through referendum vote on every economic issue?
The most frightening thing about Jerry Kilgore is that the
Republican Party has spent so much money (nearly $22 million,
a record high) on trying to get such a power-hungry, policy-illiterate, inexperienced person into the highest office in Virginia.
I grew up in southwest Virginia and I know the kind of leader
Jerry Kilgore is. His entire family is involved in politics. Most of
them got their start practicing law for whoever paid them the
best usually the large coal companies of the region. The Kilgores'
smooth talking helped the companies get away with everything
from taking citizens' land for drilling, to putting down personal
liability lawsuits for damages caused by blasting, to displacing
blame for a rock dislodged by coal company dynamite that afterwards rolled down a hillside and destroyed an entire trailer,
crushing a sleeping little girl in the process.
Jerry Kilgore is not a man who will put the interests of average Virginians first. He is a man responsive to the wealthy Republicans pulling the strings behind his campaign. Tim Kaine is
no Mark Warner, but he will continue the successful policies of
his predecessor. If you don't want education funds cut transportation protects delayed due to insufficient funds, worker protections loosened, or tax cuts enforced that will put our state budget
closer to bankruptcy again while ruing our borrowing powers
— vote for Tim Kaine. If you want to give in to the Republican
propaganda machine and fall for the same kind of ploys used in
the Presidential election, vote for Jerry Kilgore and buckle up for
the bumpy four years ahead.
Patrick Callahan is a sophomore political science major

Tim Kaine is so lax on the death penalty that he
would have let Hitler live and Jerry Kilgore took money
from drug companies opposing methamphetamine restrictions (cue Pink Floyd s "Money").
Yes, it's that time of year again — voting season. You
can't turn on your television or radio without hearing
about the latest political mudslinging.
As a Virginian over the age of ft, it is your obligation
to vote. It is the most powerful choice you can make,
and it does not take very long.
While this is not a presidential election year, the Virginia elections are just as important. On Nov. 8, Virginia's governor, lieutenant governor and attorney general
positions are all up for election, as well as 100 members
of the Virginia House of Delegates. With 18-to 21-yearolds considered to be swing voters in this election, it is
even more crucial that everyone vote.
Whether you're still in college for a few more years
or graduating in May, your life will be affected by those

elected tomorrow. These officials will have the power
to determine college tuitions, financial aid availability
and JMU's funding. How they determine policy will affect the economy and subsequent job availability for recent graduates.
Who can forget Del. Mark Obenshain's infamous crusade against the morning-after pill being distributed on
campus in 2003, or Del. Glenn Weatherholtz's attempt to
introduce a bill to the Virginia Senate this past January to
ban the Harrisonburg High School Gay-Straight Alliance?
And while those two don't face re-election until 2007,
many others are up for the vote this year.
You don't have to wear an Orangeband around campus to be able to voice your political views. You have
the same power by going to a voting booth or sending
in your absentee ballot.
Vote — if you don't, you waive your right to influence Virginia's economy, JMU's funding and tuition
costs.

OFF THI VVIKI:

Give restaurant servers more respect

E-mail darts and pats to brrtvetp&iotmaltom.
Dam 6 Pats on tuhmmed iuvm\mt>utl\ andprinted on a ipocf-m-ailattU basu Surmuiuxu
are bayed upon one perum'i optnutn of a given iUuulu*. personor r.enl <mj do n,H ntctssanj)
reflect the truth
A "wow-you-are-a-ho" dart to my neighbor who came into my apartment at 7
a.m., tried to get it on with one of my roommates, and after failing, went and got
into a threesome with my other roommate at 8.
From a junior guy who just wanted lo slap in on a Saturday morning instead of being
woken up by your mtnage a trois.
An Tm-so-freaking-amazed-every-day" pat to JMU girls for looking so hot.
from every guy you know, who regrets leaving Harrisonburg to party at other schools
only to find slogs isluggy girlsl.
A "hey-we're-in-Amenca" dart to the two idiol freshmen who thought they
were being cool by faking British accents in the sauna.
From two seniors who wanted to relax, but couldn 't because the stupidity of the two of
you was more stifling than the heat.
A "way-to-ruin-the-outdoors" dart to the jerks who sat in front of my park
bench and lit up cigarettes.
From an irate sophomore who thinks you should maybe think about others next time
you decide to send smoke out around you.
An "l-just-had-one-of-those-days-where-you-just-have-to-do-it" pat to the guy
thai decided to lie down on thegrass at the top of ISAT's hill and purposely roll
down, it collapsing lying flat on his back at the bottom.
From a guy who thought it was hilarious and had to ask -What are you doing?"
A "re-learn-your-geography-and-flags" dart to the folks who included the flag
of Iceland among the flags of Asian nations along the commons for Asian Awareness Week.
From the United Nations, the CIA World Factbook publishers and the Icelandic
people, represented through those at JMU who are strong in geography and know their
countries really well.
A "how-stupid-can-you-get?" dart to the kid in my class who decided to announce to the rest ol us that the online quizzes were the questions used on the tests
... in front of the professor.
From a sophomore angered at the possible loss of his easy A in a CenEd class.
An "I'vc-lost-my-faith-in-humanity" dart to the countless people who failed to
notice that my friend was dressed up as Hobbes and not Tigger for Halloween.
From a disappointed junior whose costume bore a striking resemblence to Calvin from
the beloved and sorely missed "Calvin and Hobbes."

-4.MM
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ABBIE Kopf
DMLI TottApq*

After four years of waiting tables, I think I've heard
|ust about every complaint that there is. You have called
me out cussed me out grossed me out asked me out and
even tned to get me fired.
Well, Lubbock, they gave me a microphone called The
Daily Toreador, and I'm using it to complain about you. To
preface my hrade, I'd like to give a little information about
the average server in Lubbock, Texas. We are college students, just like you.
That implies two fundamental truths. We are bred.
After work, we go home late and study for tests and get
up for way-too-early classes. In addition, servers don't receive lunch breaks or even 15-minute breaks.
We are on our feet lifting heavy dishes, trays and
buckets of ice while walking anywhere from two to 50
miles a day — I have a pedometer — without cessation.
Iherefore, if you don't find us pleasant and chipper, try
to understand.
The second hind.inu-nt.il truth is the most important.
We are not stupid. I've heard a toothless man calling a
chemical engineenng major with a 4.0 GPA a "damned
idiot" and a table of Texas Tech University freshmen criticizing their waitress, who was accepted to Stanford University Law School.
If we forget to put a lemon in your water, it's not that
we can't wrap our brains around the concept — I know
I'm supposed to put this lemon somewhere... in the soup?
We just forgot.
I'm going to take you through the whole dining out
process in order to dear a few things up.
First when a server greets your table, please try to
pause your conversation, or at least offer some recognition of our presence. I nere's nothing more dehumanizing
than being treated like vou don't exist.
After you have ordered, it would be a good idea to
look around the restaurant. If the restaurant is obviously
full, it is going to take stime time to get your food, and
that's not m\ fault. In addition, your server is very busy.
Besides your table, we have several others, and vou all
are competing for our attention. We also have responsibilities that take up time such as refilling restocking cleaning
sweeping etc.
Contrary to popular belief, when we disappear into
the back, we're rx* having cocktails. We're actually doing
things back there. When we return with your fifth side of

ranch dressing or whatever it is you can't live without
we've done it as quickly as possible. In addition, we are
cognizant of the time that has elapsed since you ordered
your food. When if s ready, we'll bring it out
If there is a problem with your food when it arrives,
don't eat the whole thing and then expect us to take it off
your ticket. Also, don't pout. If you are unhappy with
your order, we can fix it in no time. There's nothing we can
do, however, if you cross your arms and lament "Just forget it! I don't want it anymore!" like my 5-yearold cousin
would do.
After you have finished your meal, by all means, relax
a little while. Just remember, the way we earn money is
turning tables. The more tables we have, the more money
we make.
Therefore, if you monopolize one of our tables for
three hours studying or having a heart-to-heart with your
friend, you are stealing our only means of making money.
We could have had four or five more tables during that
time, which means we lost about $20 on your camped-out
asses Please, take it to a coffee shop, folks.
Finally, tipping. If a server gives stellar service, or even
good service, the standard tip is 18 percent. You might ask
yourself, why so much? If anyone would like to follow a
server around for one shift, you will see why we deserve
18 percent and more. If you are a particularly needy table,
it would be nice to get some reward for our extra work
For instance, if you come in after a night of drinking
and down about 24 glasses of water, that's 24 trips we
have made to your table.
If you are going to tip us 10 percent or less, by all
means, let us know what we have done to deserve this terrible, terrible tip. If you are just cheap, like I suspect some
of you are, walk out with your head hung low and pray
that we don't use your information from checks and credit
cards to find your house and slash your tires.
Also, ifs not a joke that servers will put., pubic hair
in your food. I've seen it happen. Ifs not pretty. The next
time you walk into your favonte restaurant please keep
in mind that our $2.13-an-hour salary is only augmented
by your generosity.
We really do want you to enjoy your food and your
visit to our restaurant. However, we don't want to nave
to deal with rude, impatient inconsiderate, selfish, cheap,
snobby people. Iherefore, I propose everyone plav by the
rules I have given, and eating out would be a much more
enjoyable endeavor for all players involved.
Abbte Kopfts a columnist for Texas Tech's Daily Toreador.
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Wants to reduce abortions by enforcing the current Virginia restrictions and passing
an enforceable ban on partial-birth abortion, fighting teen pregnancy through
abstinence-focused education, ensuring women's access to health care and promoting adoption as an alternative.

Abortion

Supports banning late-term partial-birth abortions and or is a vocal supporter of
Virginia's parental notification and consent laws.

Wants to work with the oil industry to establish a voluntary freeze in the gas prices to
help calm down the gas markets while the damage from Hurricane Katrina is
evaluated and repairs are made.

Gas Prices

Promises not to increase the gas tax and has previously opposed gas tax increase.

Wants to continue Governor Warner's plans to ensure a stable financial environment,
help small businesses succeed, save family farms, foster competitive regional economies, tap the strength of Virginia's tourism attractions and preserve its natural
resources.

Economy

Believes all students should be fully challenged to reach their potential, beginning
with the earliest stages of their education. Kaine plans to begin a 'Start Strong"
program that makes pre-kindergarten available to all Virginia 4-year-olds whose
parents choose to enroll them. He also wants to increase funding to public schools
and lower the drop-out rate. Kaine also plans on creating a new four-year college.

Plans to take immediate action to help repair existing transportation problems and
provide more transportation options.

Committed to creating more jobs for Virginians, lowering the tax burden on Virginia's
families and companies and focusing on helping people and expanding opportunity.
Believes government should not stand in the way of small businesses
Plans to improve the level of higher learning in Virginia while still making them
accessible to everyone. Plans on working toward rewarding teachers in Virginia
because they are the key to a child's education. Wants to create the Education
Investment Trust, which would create an additional source of funds for education
investments, use proceeds of the Education Investment Trust for grants to localities
for school construction, school infrastructure and technology development and
establish an Education fax Credit of up to $500 per child to be used by parents for
non-tuition education-related expenses during times of state economic growth

Education

Transportation

Wants to work to reduce the congestion on highways by requiring drivers to pay for
slowing down traffic, renewing Virginia's commitment to Public-Private Partnerships
as a means to build new roads faster and more economically and making transportation a priority in the Virginia budget.

Will continue to fight to reduce the tax burden in Virginia and help stimulate the
economy. Kaine wants to reduce the homeowners' tax and create a tax credit for small
businesses that provide health insurance for their employees.

Taxes

Wants to give taxpayers a bigger voice when it comes to passing new legislation by
proposing an amendment to the Virginia Constitution, which requires majority
approval by the voters in a statewide referendum before sales, income and gas tax
increases can take effect.

Supports giving the state police the resources they need to combat gang violence
and he will work to expand the Virginia State Police's Counter-Terrorism and Criminal
Interdiction Units to fight gang and drug activity in local communities.

Anti-Gang Efforts

Wants to work to combat gang violence by creating tougher gang laws, including
expanding the definition of capital murder to include those committed as part of a
gang-related activity.

C0NV0 SHOW

ab Legs Feast
adison Grill!!
Tuesday, November 8
5:00-8:30 p.m.
Come join the fun - All you can
eat Crab Legs, Hush Puppies,
French Fries, Salad & Bread
Reservations not necessary so come early.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Warren Hall, 5th Floor 568-7555

Wear it -e.Vsi...

NEW low calorie/no sugar added
and high antioxidant Smoothies!

TICKETS ON SALE NOV. 11,8 AM,
WARREN HALL BOX OFFICE
$20 W/ JAC. $25 FLOOR
v

University Program Board
Jamas Madison Unlvarslty

Try them now at
UREC and C-Store East.

SPORTS
AARON SOBEL
fimlributinit [>hiHi>graphrr
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Madison shuts out VCU

JMU midfielder
Martt Totten
vise tor the ball
•Caawt a VCU
defender In
Saturday night's
regular season
finale.

Men's soccer
clinches third
place in CAA
■Y BRIAN HANS.N
CONTKIBUTTSG WR/TEK

Junior midfielder Mark Totten scored his first goal of the
year just IS
seconds into *■*—!*
the
game "•" *
and thai WM SOCCGT
all the defense would Saturdajf
need. In what VCU
0
turned out to JMU
1
be a defensive struggle, the Dukes (7-3-1
Colonial Athletic Association,

DUKES

30
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11 -5-2 overall)struck first against
Virginia Commonwealth University and clinched third place
in the CAA tournament witn a I(l win at JMU Soccer Complex.
"We wanted to start tast Mid
get them on their heels from the
get go. It was crucial to get that
quick goal," |MU sophomore
midfielder Tristan Murray Mid
The goal was scored after
Murray lofted the ball from the
mid-field area to Totten on the
left side of the goal. Totten then
chipped it past goalkeeper Andrew Dyksir.i.
'The beginning and the end
of each half is incredibly big and
we wanted them to know we
were here to play, and so that
goal was in big for us," JMU
coach Tom Martin said.
The Dukes' defense made

One-kick wonder

sure that the early goal would
hold up. VCU was held without
.i shut m tin- fifM half and got
only two for the game.
'They are an explosive team
and our back four did very well
as a unit" Martin said. 'They
didn't allow many good opportunities to get off solid shots and
the few times they did. Kevin
made big saves for us."
VCU did get an opportunity
to scon? late in the second half on
a breakaway by forward Dominic
Oduro, but junior defender Mike
Tuddenham reeoven*d in time tc
knock the ball away from him.
"We know they are a good
technical team, so we had to play
defense at all positions to keep
them off the board." Murray said.

see MEN, page 10

TRIBE
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Wantuck 's late
field goal lifts
Dukes over Tribe
•v

MATTHEW STOSS
SPOKTS wnop

WII.MAMSBURC — Two.
That's the number of field goals
the JMU football team's lucking
corps had made entering Saturday night's Atlantic 10 conference
matchup against
the College of
William k Mary.
In
seven- Saturday
chances, senior JMU
30
Paul Wantuck. W&M
29
junior
David "
Rabil and sophomore |oo Khaajntr
had kicked a combined two field
goals. Rabil came in 1 for4, Ktuaantr
was 1 for 1 and Wantuck was 0 for 2
— until now.
With three seconds left and
the Dukes having driven 53 yards,
Wantuck stepped onto the laid
and kicked a 44-v.ird field goal that
bounced over the crossbar In lift
JMU over William & Mary 30-29 before 12.287 at Zable Stadium.
"I knew it was straight enough
and my eyes were locked on the ball,
and as soon as it hit the crossbar, mv
heart lumped," Wantuck said
JMU football coach Mickey
Matthews did some lumping of his
own.
As much golf as |Tribe football|
Coach I aycock and I play, I thought
it •!■ cuing be a long putt and Hop
at the lip," Madison's seventh-\i\ir
coach said. "I'm glad we |u-l had
the chance."
The win is the Dukes' secondstraight over William & M.ir\ and
second-straight at Zable Stadium,
going back to last season's semifinal
playoff game. Before the wamiii. ih.'

Football

CAROLYN WALSUt/wmrr*«i*n¥*rr
ser VICTORY, page 10

Beauty in the eye
of the winner; JMU
minus the style
WILLIAMSBURC - It wasn't
pretty.
It may have been a win, but |MU's
last minute 30-29 defeat of the I ol
lege of William & Mary was every*
thing but pretty.
Despite William k Mary playing
a nearly perfect game, the Dukes,
somehow came out on top.

JMU quarterback Justin Rascatl dives for the touchdown that brought the Dukea within 2. 29-27 with 4:39 to go In Saturday's game against William & Mary.

But, a win is I win, capiche?

Capiche.
llvfl (3-3 Atlantic lit. Mot «-f
all) went down to
pay both William
and Man om
more v:sit. and
as usual, things
didn't go loo well
for |MU for quite
a while. Junior
quarterback Justin Rascati threw

two tnfeerceptione

TMC SHOBT RIP-OUT

MEAQAN MIHALKO

and fumbled the
ball on a third d nun run. In addi-

tion to the turnovers, JMU failed to
convert on a 2-point conversion after
a late fourth-quarter touchdown that
would have tied the game.
But despite the four turnovers
and mistakes, JMU had some chances
throughout the game.
After William k Mary defensive
back Stephen Cason muffed a punt,
JMU's senior cornerback Clint Kent
recovered the ball around the 30-yard
line, and things looked like thev might
go the Dukes' way after all. However,
that all changed on the next play,
where someone came up with the genius idea to try a trick play and have
junior running back Alvin Banks loft

a pass in an attempt to do, I do not
know what.
The result was Banks throwing his
fifflt euetf interception.
To Stephen Cason, the kid who
muffed the punt.
Ironic? Yes.
lb add to the irony was the position
the Dukes found themselves in with
1:43 left in regulation, down 29-27. Time
to get the two-minute dnll going.
And what do they do? Get a penalty. Sometimes people don't learn
from their mistakes, but again, JMU
overcame the 10-yard penalty to put
itself within field goal range.

But the most-ironic part of the

Sime was that almost a year ago tc
e date, both teams were in the same
position, only flip-flopped. William
k Mary kicker Greg Kuehn had the
chance to kick a 46-yard field goal at
time expired against JMU at home.
Kuehn made the kick and the
nerds rejoiced.
But this year, it was pay-back time.
So is senior walk-on kicker Paul
Wantuck the next Adam Vinatieri?
Probably not, but JMU was due for
a field goal, and for a team that ha*
been plagued by kicking problems
throughout the season, this was big.

see SHORT, page 10

Dukes knocked out of CAAs
Women's soccer
falls to VCU in
second round
in

(AMIS IRVVIN

SEHIOR WRITIR

RICHMOND — In what is itowh
becoming an annual event, the JMU
women's soccer team marched into
Richmond for a showdown with Virginia Commonwealth University in
the conference tournament and was
stopped cold in its tracks.
"They're a very good soccer te.im
and we know they're building themselves a bit of a dynasty here," JMU
coach Dave Lombardo said after the

Ram hold 00 I late JMl rally ID beat
the Dukes 3-2 at Sports Backers Stadium. "We know that for us tO ret to
the NCAAs. ,t\
KM to go through
Richmond at some
point in time ."
It turns out
some point in Friday
time wasn't In- JMU
day night
Pot VCU
the Mcond time
m .is many pears, the fourth-ranked
Dukes came int.. the Colonial Athletu AsMt.i.ilion semifinals ott |
rousing quarterfinal win. And for
DM MCOtld time in as many years.
No. 1 VCU took that momentum
and grounded it. Lombardo called
II the matchup the Dukes had been
looking forward to .ill Mason i»»r

Women's
Soccer

the first 72 minutes, it looked like a
game they'd like to forget.
JMU was dealt its first blow 49 secondf Into the game when sophomon1
forward Annie Lowrv gut tangled up
with a VCU player and awkwardly
cartwheeled to the turf with what
lombardo Liter described as a pn>bable torn ACL.
it i ests .i pall <»n the team," Lombardo said "Everybody was stunned
by that. When you see a teammate go
down with a bad injury like that, its
hard to shake the efm I
I he Dukes struggled offensively
without Lowrv. On the other side ot
the field, the JMU defense held VCU
scoreless for the hrst 35 minutes ami
then»ante unraveled.

see LOSS, page 10

pholatrupher
JMU defender Lyanne Dupra does her best stolen bsse Impression In Friday's
second-round CAA tournament game In Richmond.

A&E

Caite While. Editor
Jill Yaworski. Assistant Editor
bree;earts@hnlmail com
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Newest play Rue 21 brings sparkle, shine to Valley Mall shoppers
will crack up Clothing inexpensive, store itself a shrine to all things imaginative
variety — I found some made of wool, cotton and an items, one would think the displays would be more
audiences
;roit
odd felt-like material, all of which were speckled with evenly spread out. But the most impressive items were
■Y CAITE WHITE

Tony Award
nominee to guestdirect "Noises Off"
■Y MONICA BOOKER
COWTWMJTTNG WRTTEK

Rue 21, the latest addition to the target/Old Navy
shopping mecca, sparkles — much like the clothing it
carries.
Upon entering the storr. DIM ll greeted by an arrav
of sequins, glitter and all things tanc\ up and down.
Even the walls are lined with slum items.
The first thing I picked up was a crocheted shrug,
which was cute and, surprisingly, only $16.99. In fact,
their specialty appears to be in sweaters ot the shrug

rhmes tones, secjuins and metallic thread.
I picked up probably the most boring item in the
MON — a blue and white-striped collared shirt for,
again, $16.99. There was a moment where velvet flats
were considered, but ultimately not purchased.
I have to say, however, the most impressive part of
the store — and the most crowded — was the 99-cent
panty bin. Every pair of panties! Only 99 cents each!
The layout of the store is my biggest complaint.
With the frenzied shoppers traipsing about grabbing

You're naked, on stage in front
of a live audience and not familiar with the script; everything's
falling apart. Michael Frayn's
modern comedy classic "Noises
Off" equates that cliche^l actor's
nightmare that nothing's on.
JMU welcomes guest director and Tony Award nominee Bill
Martin to Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, Martin has guest directed
main stage performances at uni\ ersities across the United States,
including such schools as U.Va.
and Boston University. Martin
explains how directing a show
that he has never done before is
always an invigorating experience.
"I do enjoy doing farce ... I
can see why |MU wanted me to
do it" he said.
"Noises Off" is a show within
a show, similar to the players'
scene in "Hamlet." On "opening night" of the show's show,
"Nothing On," director Lloyd
Fellowes (played by senior Jimmy Heywortn) conducts a cast
of divas and misfits who are totally unprepared for their live
performance. The show gives the
audience that privileged perspective of the internal play and the
simultaneous dialogue of the actors playing actors whose opening night is crumbling under the
weight of their enormous egos.
"I identify with the director,
Lloyd," Martin said. "I've only
had a couple shows that had
some unpleasantness" due to
some actor-to-actor jealousy
"Noises Off" is a clash of character personalities, split-second
timing and classical slapstick.
The show runs Tuesday
through Saturday in LatimerShaeffer Theatre in Duke Hall at
8 p.m. Tickets are $8 general admission ($6 for I AC Card holders)
and are sold in the Masterpiece
Season box office in Harrison
Hall. The show is recommended
tor adult audiences only.

Senior Michelle Colen knits because the finds tt relaxing. She also
thinks that knitting Is fun because you get to see the whole process
from the beginning to the end result.

Even though this crazy November
weather hasn't hit the 50-degree mark
quite yet, it's good to be prepared

Country star, jazz
great in Richmond
Grammy-nominated country singer Keith Urban will be
performing in Richmond Friday,
Nov. 18 at the Richmond Coliseum. Opening for Urban will be
special guest. Little Big Town.
Advance tickets are S40.75.
and the show starts at 7:30 p.m.
Also, on Thursday, Nov. 17,
jazz musician Stanley Jordan will
perform at the Canal Club.
The doors will open at 7 p.m.
and the show starts at 8 p.m.
General admission tickets
are SI 5 in advance and $20 at the
door. Gold Circle Seabng tickets
are $18.50.
To purchase tickets to either
of these shows, visit ticketstobuu.
com.

ButtKicker Gamer
saves relationships
Tired of hearing your the loud
explosions, gunshots and crashes
of your roommate's video game
long after you've hit the sack?
Does the girl down the hall
eiy her music so loud that she's
come deaf to the words, 'Turn
it down!" even if you're screaming? If this sounds like you,
there's a solution!
The new ButtKicker Gamer,
released by the Guitammer Companv, allows the user to feel all
the effects of their gaming system (and music device) without
you having to hear anything. It
works with XBOX, PlayStation
and GameCube, as well as iPod
and other MP3 players.
This new device easily attaches to office chairs, making video
gaming, computer entertainment
and digital music come to life.
PC and video games, movies and
music have never been so realistic
— or so intense. l.ow frequency
(bass) is transferred directly into
the bodies of the listener, providing a powerful virtual reality experience, with minimal volume.
The ButtKicker Gamer is
available through online distributers such as newegg.com and musuuitisfriend.com. It's also sold in
other retail stores for $149.95.
For more information, visit
lhebutlkicker.com.
—from staff reports

all squished together, whereas the least enjoyable things
were placed far away from each other.
When I finally got to the check-out counter, I found
funky metallic hair ties and perfume — which, coincidentally, also has glitter in it.
All in all, it was a pleasant experience. But just be
sure you aren't carrying a big bag or are walking handin-hand with someone while strolling through, because
if you are, you're doomed.
Bottom Line: If you need something shiny, go here.

•ffASBtt h\ [-.VAN DYSON/WBlflr photographer

■Y ASHLEY SCHAF.FTS
CONTNWTtHG WR/TIK

HOW TO:

-Choose a knitting pattern that matches your ability (if you've never
knitted anything before, you're a "beginner").
-Look'on the package of the pattern to see what size and type of needles
you'll need (single-pointed, double-pointed or circular needles can
be found in both metal and plastic).
-Find the yarn type suggested by your pattern (yarn comes in differing
weights, so if you can't find the correct yarn, just look for something
similar). Be sure to get enough skeins (rolls) of yarn at once, because
the dyes will change v\ ith each shipment and can alter the color of
your piece if you buy more later.
-If you think you'll need it, buy a stitch counter and some ring markers
to designate the points of vour work.
•courtesy of ehow.com

The craze for knitting hats is
currently under way on campus
as the JMU Knitwits gathered up
donations and contributed many
handmade hats on Nov. 1 and 2 for
their 2005 Chemo Hat Dnve. This
service project provides hats to cancer patients at the RMH Regional
Cancer Center.
Whether you want to make a
hat for charity, for a friend, or to
keep your own cranium comfy in
the cold weather, beanies are the
way to go. If you're a beginner and
you'd like to learn, go to http.llgeocities.comljmukniru'itsfhome to find out
when you can attend the next meeting of the Knitw its.
According to senior Jandi Clark,
knitting a hat for a first project is
possible 1 lowever, this member of
the JMU Knitwits, a club designed
for knitters of all levels, does have
more than enough experience under her belt. Although she only
started knitting seriously about two
years ago, Clark has been crocheting since she was five years old. "1

didn't start making hats until last
winter,'' Clark said, but then adds
that at the time she was in Alaska,
where her skills in hat-making were
more than in demand.
Another fellow knitter, junior
Courtney Smith, confesses, "It took
me like five tnes the first |hat| I
made." She said it can be tricky because you have to estimate the circumference to make it fit a person's
head. But now she's an old pro,
coming a long way from when she
started three years ago as a way of
relieving stress from the arduous
college application process.
Senior Michelle Colen agrees
that knitting can be relaxing. "I also
enjoy seeing the process and how it
turns out," Colen said. She does advise that if you're planning on knitting a hat, it is wise to try and get
some type of knitting background,
like making a simple scarf. Still, all
the girls agree that when it comes
to new hat styles, the classic beanie
is always in. Colen said that in alt
the hats she's made in her ah raui
of knitting, each beanie still ends up
being unique depending on the pattern and color choices.

Facebook, MySpace reunites old friends, helps make new ones
Web sites connect long-lost buddies from elementary school days
■Y FAMINE SUAHI /
CCWTWNiTfNG WRTTEK

It seems Facebook and MySpaCt are
the newest procrastination tools o( the
college generation. Instead ot hitting the
books or writing papers during their free
time, students find themselves going Oil
their computers and logging onto the on
line communities.
The top reason tor using Paceboofc is
to keep in touch with old mends, while
finding old friends comes in Btoond
Facebook has ,i search opium that allows
students to find friends th.it the) DUrji
have lost contact with throughout the
\.',»fs

Sophomore l.inelle Wilson met her
best friend. Matt, in .i Florida preschool
However, shortly afti*r she began kinder-

garten, Matt mewed away. A year later,
V\il>on moved au.iv as well, and the two
tru-mis lost all contact. It wasn't unUl her
freshman year at JMU that Wilson found
M.ilt again through the search option on
I .u ebook. She left a message on his wall,
an arva on the Facebook profile where a
person can leave a message to be read
by others, to see it he remembered her.
Around midnight, she received a phone
call It ".is M.itt, and he had found her
mimher on her Facebook profile
"We were both just so shocked to be
talking to each other," said Wilson. "It
w,is cra/y how much we remembered
from Florida. It was nice to catch up with
an old friend."
I ike wise, MySpace provides students
an opportunity to keep in touch with not
only their fnends from different colleges.

but also with friends who are still in high
school, didn't go to college or go to a college that is not part of Facebook.
Freshman Amanda Logan uses
MySpace for that reason. At age 4,
she met her best friend Jessica. They
remained best friends for seven years
before Logan moved away. Like Wilson and her friend, Logan and Jessica
lost contact. However, unlike Wilson, Logan could not find Jessica on
Facebook. Instead, she found her on
MySpace.
"It was easier to find her on MvSpace
because she only goes to a community
college, and Facebook is college-specific," said Amanda, "We have exchanged
numbers and kept in contact through
MySpace. She is planning on coming to
JMU next month to visit me."

Nevertheless, through these stones of
tost friendships and reunioas, there are
skeptics that remain. Those who don't
have Facebook or MySpace accounts cite
superficiality, the use of better communities, and lack of interest as their main
reasons for not having one. Freshman
Jeremy Harris does not have either one
because he prefers other means of communication to keep in touch with his
friends.
'The phone, e-mail and AIM is good
enough for me," said Harris.
No matter what the student's choke
of communication is, there is bound to
be something out there for everyone. Because technology is improving so rapidk,
the methods of communicating with others will conbnue to expand, as Facebuok
and Myspace have shown.

THK BRKKZE
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contributing to a

LESS
VIOLENT
WORLD
Professor Mittal employs Gandhi's
teachings to inspire his students
IY REIECCA ELMO

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

You can always spot the people who love
what they do, because their enthusiasm for
their work is contagious.
Sushil Mittal, associate professor of religion, is one of these people. His love of learning and education is prevalent both in his
classes and in his personality.
Mittal is a person of eclectic cultural influences. He was born in English Canada, raised
in French Canada, has been working and living in the United States since 1998 and spends
a few months every year in India. Therefore, he
considers himself to be a citizen of the world.
As a professor of Hindu and Gandhian
Thought, all these cultural influences are
shown in his classes.
Mittal said he holds education in high regard. In fact, he claims he is concerned as
much about the welfare of his students as he
is about the well-being of his family — which
includes his wife of nine years, Ritu, and his
two children, Ankur and Aditi.
"I am concerned with the educational welfare of my students," Mittal said. "The aca-

demic study of religion provides a way
to think about 'big ideas' while retaining
a link to real people's lives." This link is
the explanation for both why he teaches
JUAN HI\l i 'I i • m:rthutinv photographer
in these fields and how he teaches his
courses.
Religion protestor Sushil Mltta) says that of all the things he's learned In life, the most Important Is
As a teacher, Mittal draws many of his to be fearless.
techniques from Gandhian values.
Sophomore Alan Bezet, a student of
Mittal's. claims that his teaching style is
and gain deeper understanding of their links
As a result, Mittal created the Mahatma
interesting because it pushes students out of with others who are not necessarily similar to Gandhi Center for Global Nonviolence at JMU
their typical western perspectives.
them," Mittal said
in spring 2005. Supporters of this center in"In nis teaching," Bezet said, "he works in
Sophomore Jeanne Crump finds this true clude an International Advisory Board consistsmaller means in trying to educate us in differ- in her course with Mittal. "He is very devoted ing of Nobel Laureates, former heads of state,
ent ivayi — just like in order to change India, to relaying Gandhi's principles," said Crump. scientists, businessmen, high civil servants, acGandhi had to change Indians."
"He continually motivates us to incorporate tivists, journalists and diplomats, and so forth,
In his life, Mittal is "indebted to Gandhi them in our own lives."
which all support the work of the Center.
for his notions of service and engagement,"
Mittal's dream course, he says, remains a
"The Center was started to promote a culhe said. Mittal said he finds that the notion course on Gandhi.
ture of peace," Mittal said. "A culture of peace
of service is a concept that is "woven into his
"Gandhi provided tools of thought and re- is a set of values, attitudes, modes of behavior
(Gandhi's] deep understanding of life."
sources for action to respond in less destruc- and ways of life that reject violence and preAs a result, Mittal uses a method known tive ways to situations of conflict," Mittal said. vent conflicts by tackling their root causes to
as "service-learning" to teach his students. "Gandhi is also at a meeting point of religions solve problems through dialogue and negotia"Through service-learning, not only do (stu- and cultures."
tion among individuals, groups and nations."
dents! develop the virtues of humility, but
In fact, Mittal claims that a lot of Gandhi's He said he hopes the center will "contribute
by working with others to address commu- ideas he at the core of what he does and who he toward a better organized and a less violent
nal issues, they also expand the notion of self is. He considers himself to be a true "Gandhian."
world."

MEN: Soccer advances VICTORY: JMU defeats William & Mary to break
in 2005 CAA tourney three-game losing streak, Banks finishes with 178 yards
MEN, from page 8

It was the eighth time the
Dukes held their opponent
scoreless.
"We've always been confident in our defense. We know
we can put up shutouts, so
hopefully we can build on this
and find some success in the
tournament," senior dttosM
man Danny Sheridan said.
Five yellow cards were issued in a physical contest lh.it
saw both teams commit doubledigit fouls and the Dukes now
look to build off this win as thev
head into the conference tournament.
'This was one of our biggest wins of the season, if not
our biggest win, because of the
timing of it and hopefully we
can use it as a springboard to a
strong tournament run," Martin
said
The Dukes will host Towson
University Tuesday at the Soccer Complex in the first round of
the tournament. The Dukes v\ill
be looking to avenge a previous
1-0 overtime loss at Towson
"We like that matchup and

VICTORY, from page 8
game was circled as the matchup of the year, and so anticipated that William & Mary
based its season's marketing
campaign on last December's
playoff loss with its "Light'em
up," slogan, in reference to the
brand-new lights installed this
year at the 70-year-old venue
"(The win] was huge,"
Wantuck said. "They were trying to make a big deal out of it,
getting lights, and it was huge
for the team and good for getting our confidence back up."
That confidence had been
wavering since the Dukes lost
three straight coming into their
date with the Tribe — a skid
that effectively destroyed their
chances at defending their Division I-AA national championship.

we get them at home, so we're
looking forward to getting some
revenge in front of our home
crowd," Sheridan said.
JMU will need a strong
showing in the CAA tournament if it hopes to secure a bid
to the NCAA tournament, but
for now they are just focusing
on their next game.
"We have (o use our time

wisely and prepare well," Martin said "The CAA tournament
will be big for us and it starts
with a good effort on Tuesday."
I he hrst round of the CAA
tournament will be held on
Tuesday night at 7 p.m. at JMU
Soccer Complex.
VCU 00 — 0
JMU 10—1

and we were going to win, I
wouldn't have believed you,"
Matthews said.
Also on that game-winning drive, JMU junior running back Alvin Banks added
to what turned out to be a career game when he caught two
!>asses for 10 yards and rushed
or 14. For the game, Banks finished with 178 yards of total
offense — 134 of which came
on,the ground and he rushed
for two touchdowns including
a career-long 42-yarder three
minutes into the third quarter.
"I know Coach doesn't like
selfish players, but I feel like
when I touch the ball, I can
make a play," Banks said.
The Dukes return home
next Saturday to host the Wildcats of Villanova University in
more A-10 football.

JMU
7 7 79-30
William & Mary 3 16 3 7 — 29

Passing: JMU — Justin Rascati
17-27-2 136 0, Alvin Banks 0-11 0 0; W&M — Jacob Phillips
15-28-0 202 1.
Rushing: JMU — Alvin Banks
24-134, Justin Rascati 8-65,
Mauiice Fenner 8-50, Raymond Hines 4-10; W&M - Elijah Brooks 21-92, Jacob Phillips
15-57. DeBrian Holmes 4-17. ■
Receiving: Alvin Banks 6-;
44,Tahir Hinds 3-34, Chris
Hawkins 3-27, D.D. Boxley 212; W&M — Josh Lustig 6-76,
Joe Nicholas 4-47, Elliott Mack
3-68, Adam Bratton 2-11.
Records: JMU (5-4, 3-3 A-10);
W AM (5-4, 3-3 A-10).

Goals

JMU — Mark Totten 0:15

LOSS: Women's soccer falls to VCU in CAA semifinal

Saves
VCU —Andrew Dykstra 3; JMU

— Kevin Trapp I.

LOSS, from page 8
VCU forward Stephanie
Power put the Rams on the
board when she knocked home
a rebound past JMU senior
goalkeeper Jessica Hussey for
a 1-0 lead.
Power doubled the lead
four minutes later when she
hooked a shot from 15 yards
out over Hussey's head. The
Dukes went into halftime
down 2-0. They were outshot
16-1.
"Once you get down it's so
hard to get back up," senior
forward Kim Argy said. "Going into the second half down
two already just sucks."
It wasn't a two-goal lead
for very long. VCU forward
Pernilla Jansson made it three

Records: VCU (6-9-5, 4-3-4
CAA), JMU (11-5-2, 7-3-1 CAA).

SHORT: Dukes prevail
under Saturday night lights
SHORT, from page 8
"If s huge," sophomore free
safety Tony LeZotte said.
See, 1 told you.
It definitely wasn't the prettiest field goal anyone has even
seen, and some of the players
couldn't look.
"I didn't even watch, I was
praying, " Rascati said.

"Things haven't been going
our way," JMU junior quarterback Justin Rascati said. "We
just had to get our heads in it
and believe in one another. The
offense knew we would get
(the ball) back and the defense
did their job, so we had to do
ours."
Rascati did his. On the
53-yard drive that set up
Wantuck's
game-winner,
Rascati completed five of six
passes for 42 yards to move
the Dukes frail their own 20yard line to inside William St
Mary territory. For the game,
Rascati finished 17 of 27 for
136 yards, overcoming two
early interceptions and a lost
fumble.
"If you had told me we
would have four turnovers
and they wouldn't have any

JML coach Mickey Matthews said he didn't think it
was going to go in.
I'm not sure if anyone
thought it was going to make
it.
But it did, and a win is a
win, right?
Meagan Mihalko is a junior
SMAD major.

Donate plasma
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The gift you give this
year could be life*
GET A

when she knocked home a rebound past Hussey 10 minutes
into the second half. With the
game seemingly in control, the
Rams went to tneir bench.
"They wanted to save their
legs," Lombardo said. "Our
kids to their credit wanted to
go out fighting."
Senior midfielder Hmily
Baskin started the comeback
with her first goal of the season
with 18:42 left in regulation.
"Emily's goal was big,"
Argy said. "Once we knew we
had a shot at coming back, the
momentum changed."
Baskin's goal gave the
Dukes new life. Suddenly,
Argy was firing a cross from
35 yards out that somehow
hooked inside the near post

ment. The pairings for the 64-;
team field will be announced
Monday evening.
VCU 21 — 3
JMU 0 2 — 2
Goals

VCU — Stephanie Power 38:09
VCU — Stephanie Power 42:36
VCU — Pernilla Jansson 56:24
JMU — Emily Baskin 71:18
JMU — Kim Argy 83:17.
Saves
VCU — Lauren Hardison 1,
Emily Niman 1; JMU — Jessica
Hussey 6.
Records: VCU (12-3-5, 9-0-2
CAA); JMU (12-8-1,6-4-1 CAA).

Get your crossword fix.
The Breeze
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and cut the lead to one with
6:43 to go. It was Argy's fifth
goal in her last three games.
"We got excited after that,"
Baskin said. That second goal
pumped us up."
But all the momentum in
the world couldn't stop the
clock from running out. VCU
allowed only one shot the rest
of the way and for the second
straight season, JMU's CAA
hopes came to an end under
the lights at Sports Backer Stadium.
"It's good to end on momentum," Baskin said. "But
we really wanted this. It hurts
just the same."
JMU, at 12-8-1 overall, will
now wait for a potential atlarge bid to the NCAA tourna-
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$5 BONUS

First Time Donors
P(*Mnt thn coupon on you* fcst vHit

Receive up to $200
a month and give life
to patients in need.

Donate plasma.
It's easy & simple.

BioLife

540-801-0672
269 Lucy Drive
Harnsonburg. VA 22801

Call for an appointment today.
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CLASSIFIED
For Rent
HOUSES: Large houses for 200607.
Most allow pets, many with
tented yards.
I - 10 bedrooms
Individual leases. See our site for actual
availability, photos and floorplans
vwcastleproperty com (540) 564-2659
2-BR APARTMENTS Quiet student
complex seeks students tired of
noisy neighbors.
Large living
room.
A/C, W/D. D/W $56000
www.castlepropcrt) com (540) 564-2659
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER
Room available in January at 845 South
High St. $215/ month plus utilities
Pets allowed' Contact Lindsey email
caldwelm0jjmu.edu (540) 309-6804
TOWNHOME FOR RENT liberty
Square 2 bed. 2 5 bath, washer, dryer,
microwave, walkout basement, short
term lease possible $900 (540) 383-7064
Victorian House- 4 BR 1 'A bath High
ceilings, wood (loon 65 South Brook
Ave., DSL. $270/ June lease 234-8584
Ranch
4 BR. House- finished
basement, parking. laundry, hardwood
noon, AC. Behind Olde Mill. DSL.
1534 Central Ave.. $2707 12 month
lease. 234-8584 (540) 234-8584
5 BEDROOM. 3 BATHROOM HOUSE
on Mountain View Drive available July'
August
Includes refrigerator, stove,
mkrowave. dishwasher, washer/ dryer,
A/ C, private entrance, private bath, on
bus route Living area and bedrooms
furnished. Utilities not included. Very
nice and walking distance to campus
Group lease. $1425/ month 828-0464
Two rooms available for sublease
in Stonegate for Spring semester
06.
$355/month
Contact
Amy
Segall
at
443-610-9696

10 BEDROOM. 3 BATHROOM HOUSE
available July 06 Includes 2 refrigerators.
2 stoves and private entrance Water
included. Unfurnished. Large bedrooms
and yard, 9 miles to campus Group
Icaw. $2750/ month.
821-0464
« III DROOM, < BAIHROOM IKM'SI
ON 236 Paul Street 4 bedrooms available
6/06.
Includes refngcrator, stove,
washer/dryer
Unfurnished. Utlities
Not Included Nice, Walking distance
to campus
$1400 month 828-0464
4 BEDROOMS, i BATHROOM
HOUSE on Harrison Street available
6/06
Includes refrigerator, stove.
dishwasher, washer/dryer. Unfurnished,
utilities not included Walking distance
to campus SllOO/month
828-0464
FOUR BEDROOM, I BATHROOM
HOUSE on West Water Street
available 6/06
Includes refrigerator,
stove, washer/ dryer
Unfurnished
and utilities not included
I-arac
yard.06 miles from campus. Group
lease.
$1220/month.
828-0464
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM HOUSE
on 319 Old South High available
8/06.
Includes refrigerator, stove.
washer/ dryer, A/ C\ private entrance.
private bath
Unfurnished, utilities
not included.
Nice with porches
and walking distance to campus
Group lease. $680rmmlh 828-0464

APT. FOR RENT JAN - JULY 15 Quiet,
private, close 1 BR apt. across form
Quad
$425/mo
Cookamfc jmu.edu
AVAILABLE NOW! ROOM TO
SUBLEASE - 351 Pheasant Runfrom November to July 06- guy or
girl - pets OK- $ 315 month- internet
connection Call Shawn 7035938081 or
erruulleistesnV^jmuedu-( 540)879-2951

SPRING 06' SUBLEASE
Room
available for Spring 2006
Quiet
house of five senior guys looking
for another roomate
The house is
clean, carpeted. AC. fully furnished.
$220/month * Utl
Within walking
distance of campus If Interested email
Smithdr a \mu edu or call (7571784-05)7

FOR SAI 1 m ISI /I 'KOOPIR
Black.
Uood condition.
Alloy
»t**ls 6 disc CD changer Kcylcu
entry.
Nice Ride! ($40) S85-39I0

ENTIRE
TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENT open for rent SPRING
2006"! Clean, beautiful, and brand
new!
Both
renters
graduating
$375/ mo*
Call Kate (908) 4005181 or Rachael (201) 452-4031

SLEEPER SECTIONAL SOFA ($350/
oho)
Very comfortable, no ugaing
or Ihin cushions. Slipcovers included
- (an wilh while (rim ■ which are
less (nan a year old and bought (or
$200
Call after S. (MO) 574-3132

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR GIRI, Need
a girl to take my room for Spring 2006
ASAP.
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse
w/ 3 other girls. Awesome location
ft cost! email: rowcnlniiijmu.edu

THULE
PlIKI SNOWBOARD
SKI RACK
Was almost SI000
new. asking S300 (S40) "HP!

wwtkf.

4 BEDROOM. I BATHROOM HOUSE
on Old South High available 7/06.
Includes refrigerator, stove, microwave,
dishwasher, washer/ dryer Unfurnished
and utilities not included.
Walking
distance
Group lease.
828-0464

Bonus
4 hours of your group's time
PLUS our free (yes. free)
fundraising programs EQUALS
$1,000-$3.000 in earnings for your

SUBLEASE AVAILABLE SPRING
06 560 Pheasant Run! Room available
Spring 06, May and June session <IVI>
or girl okay, pets okay $315/ month.
Internet included! Call Richard (301)
922-2605
email.
sinesrafajmu edu

Call TODAY for up to $600 in
bonuses when you schedule your
fundraiser with Campus Fundraiser

BJHBBJS

Contact CampusFundraiser
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www.cawpustundniser.com

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man. but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - correspondents around the world provide concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas.
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.

GUITAR
15
years
discounts

SPRING
BREAK!
Bahamas Party

LESSONS
experience.
(540)

Cruise

Over
Sludent
433-6468

$299

Cancun $559
Acapulco $629

Travel
'••I SPRING IIKIAK V.I MSI 11 '
Low prices guaranteed Free meals
ft parties. Book II people, get
12th trip free' Group discounts
for6« www SpringBrcakDiscounU.com
or
www LeisureIours.com
or
800-838-8202

AIRBRUSH iAIioo AMIS. U.I
Winter 05/06 season wanted Flexible
hours, full ft part-time available.
Seasonal and year-round available
Starting pay $7.50/hr plus. No
experience needed, all training provided
www mistisland.com (540) 607-6670

Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

IE !!!I l.

Services

WE PAY UP TO $7$ per survey
www.GetPaidToThink.com

Sprint Brr»km

Cafi for fr«rfj atiuMrrts

ROCK Sun lined Opossum brings
blazing original rock to TIM I! FR111 /11 al
11PM - FREE ■ www sundiiedmusic com

.BARTfcNDINO!
$250/day
Potential No experience necessary.
I raining provided (800)965-6520 Ext212

Bonk fifty and tat*
Pnwi Hotter IWnrutMfn
Book H = 2 hrre Tnr* or («*h
Vice Mef.il/Pu1.nb) in
RyfiMO
i I ravel Pert,*

Sell Trips, lam Cash, Go free!
Now Hiring On (ampin Reps

Wanted

Help Wanted

LOWCM

OUKUH
ACAPUU0
JAMAICA
•BAHAMAS
H0RIDA

BUSINESS INTERNSHIP Manage your
own team in Woodhndgc. t'entreville. or
Manassas Va Earn 55.000 - 520.000
for the summer. Contact for spring 06
at www jablongroup net 1-800-658-384

2002 CHEVY
MALIBU
-Runs
Great. wcll-maifNained, 570OO milcs-56500/ obo-Call Meghan (KM)
901-2003
or
egglesmtvaimu edu

7, 2005 111
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RESPONSIVI
MANACihMkNI
(www responsivcmanugcirtcmcornl, a
wildlife/ivKural resource research tirm
is hinng polite, professional, reliable
people to conduct (deplume research
surveys (NO SALES). Part-time evening
hours,
Sunday-Saturday;
schedule
varies based on project needs; Apply
at 130 Franklin Street (540) 432-1888

APPLIANCES FOR SAI I GELGCAP
FRIG FRZ - OB STOVE 30" - BOTH
ALMD/CLEAN. OE LO CAP WASHER
* DRYER WHITE ttJNEG OR BEST
OFFER BEFORE 9PM (540) 433-3864

RECEPTIONIST Part-time evening
and weekend receptionist needed
Apply in person Steven Toyota. 2970
South Main Street. Marrisonburg

MONDAY, NOV.

TUTOR/TEACHER Mother looking for
teacher/ educator, on site, for 2 children
ages 2 yrs and 5mths.
Wonderful
personality, clean, respectful, excellent
rapport with children. Specializing in
Early Childhood Education (kinder.
1st grill Bi-lingual English/ Spanish.
knowledge of Sign Language (ASI )
(Optnl). Be creative in crafts and playtime,
25 hrs */- per week 4 days/wk. Call 5784680 or email tncia/ndeansteel-dse.com

For Sale

2
BEDROOM,
i
BATHROOM
Apartment. North High, available
8/06.
Includes refrigerator, stove
Unfurnished. Water Included. Small
Group lease, SSIO/month. 828-0464

SUBLEASE FOR SPRING' Need
Female roommate for 2 Bedrm Apt in
Squire Hills $3247moHitilities 1.5 Bath.
W/D. D/W. Available Jan I Please call
nth any iiucM.cn.1.' (703) 786-991?
■roup Fundraiser

I www.thebreeze.org I

THE BREEZE

SpringBreakTrawl.com
I-JOO-678 6386

BAHAMAS
SPRING
HRI AK
CELEBRITY CRUISE' 5 Days From
$299! Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with celebrities As seen on Real World.
Road Rules! On campus reps needed!
www
SpringBreakTravel com
PromoCode:3l
1-800-678-6386

i

CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $499! Travel with America's
largest ft ethics award-winning spring
break company' Fly scheduled airlines.
free meals, beverages, biggest celebrity
parties!
On-campus
marketing
reps
needed!
PromoCode:
31
www.SpringBreakTravel com
1-800-678-6386
(919)
968-8887

.

Advertise in
The Breeze
Classifieds!!

SPRING BREAK Early Booking Specials
• FREE Meals ft Drinks - $50 Deposit •
Group
Discounts
-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

VM
loaftac* tour MI ndayl

(■W,424-TT|Q

COME HEAR

Ra'anan Gissin
SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF ISRAEL

i

Middle E**
SyRiA

■

Tuesday, November 15th
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
7:00 PM
(Doors open at 6:30 PM)
NO BAGS ALLOWED

James Madison University

promote dialogue on freedom
democracy and human rights
SfUEL

-

J&RPAN

Caravan for Democracy is co-sponsored by
JMU Hillel, Trie Nelson Institute for International & Public Affairs
WELLNESS PASSPORT EVENT
Register or find out more:

www.caravanfordemocracy.org

or call 800-969-5585 x247
Register online or at the door. Photo ID required

Caravan for Democracy

Caravan for Democracy drives constructive
dialogue on college campuses throughout the United States by
bringing different speakers from Israel to discuss the challenges
Israel faces as the only democracy in the Middle East.
Caravan (or Democracy is supported by:

eeypr

CARAVAN

frw^ Israel

Advocacy &
Um
^^P &"*
I-.aiii'.ilion
i

for DEMOCRACY
fja> Israel and America Sharing hopes Sharing values irj

www.caravanforde mocracy.org

G
MEDIAWATCH
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MONDAY, NOV.

7,2005 I wwwjhebreezextrx I T«

TOWNHOMES

Thank you to our current and
future residents for making
us your home!
\%
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321 Pheasant Run Circ le
For more information call
540.801.0660

